About ACCESS Europe
ACCESS Europe is a provider of software solutions for connected TVs, set-top boxes in the connected
home, connected car, cloud solutions, smartphones, tablets, digital publishing and networking markets.
Headquartered in Oberhausen (Germany), the company is committed to becoming the market leader in
DLNA/home networking solutions, HTML5/video graphics and user interface engine solutions and OTT
(over-the-top) platforms.

ACCESS launched the first mobile web browser in the 1980s and now provides software solutions to over
a billion connected and mobile devices. The company facilitates media consumption outside of the home
and in the connected car, enabling OEMs and Tier 1s to provide a seamless, secure and immersive media
experience inside the car. ACCESS solutions also allow OEMs to automatically aggregate and analyse
the considerable amount of consumer data that comes from the connected car, helping them to offer
targeted services and to better understand driver behaviour.

About ACCESS CO., LTD.
ACCESS is a global provider of advanced software technologies to the mobile and beyond-PC markets.
With research and engineering centers throughout the world and a progressive company culture that
emphasizes and nurtures innovation and creativity, ACCESS delivers unique solutions that bring value to
its customers and partners and which help make life easier, more productive, and more enjoyable. As a
mobile Internet pioneer, ACCESS has helped to develop and deliver technologies that have brought the
Internet to a new generation of mobile devices and consumers. ACCESS technologies were central to the
development of the first successful mobile data service in the world and this pioneering success has
grown at a phenomenal pace with ACCESS technologies now deployed in over 1 billion devices
throughout the world. To learn more about ACCESS, please visit the corporate site: https://www.accesscompany.com/.
ACCESS has built upon its heritage as a mobile internet pioneer to deliver robust and powerful solutions
to operators, CE device manufacturers, OEMs and middleware vendors, enabling increased revenue in a
multiscreen environment while delivering rich experiences to consumers. ACCESS solutions have
shipped in over one billion devices around the world. The company has its global headquarters in Tokyo
(Japan) and is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange First Section Index, 4813. It operates subsidiaries and

affiliates in Asia, Europe and the United States.
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